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Crest Advisory has been given funding to produce analysis to help PCCs get a handle on 
criminal justice system performance. This concise briefing is provided for PCC candidates. A 

fuller briefing will be available post-election
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Throughout the pack you will see the police force areas highlighted in one colour consistently: 

Hampshire,  Avon & Somerset,  Devon & Cornwall,  Dorset,  Wiltshire,  Thames Valley,  Gloucestershire

● PCCs play a vital role in local criminal justice systems
● The current system for measuring criminal justice system 

effectiveness is not fit for purpose. It is characterised by 
siloed (and often conflicting) objectives, input-oriented 
measures and a lack of transparency

● The Hadley Trust have funded Crest to produce analysis to 
support PCCs in the "and crime" part of their roles

Covid-19

A criminal justice system that reduces the harm 
caused by crime and strengthens communities

Overarching 
vision

Effectiveness 
and Efficiency

Make the best 
use of the 
resources 
available, 

reducing time 
and costs.

Shared 
outcomes 

Victims and 
Witnesses
Improve the 

participation and 
satisfaction of 

victims and 
witnesses in the 

system.

 Reducing 
Reoffending

Reduce risk and 
harm to 

communities 
through fair but 
robust offender 

intervention.

Fairness the system treats everyone the same

We have analysed published data using our performance framework 
(below) developed by Crest in partnership with existing PCCsContext

The majority of the data in this pack covers the period pre-Covid-19 
due to the availability of published data in the wake of the 
pandemic, and to provide PCCs with a clearer picture of the 
background in their areas. More detailed analysis on the impact of 
Covid-19 on crime and justice can be found on the Crest website. 
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Summary of findings in the South West
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Victims and Witnesses

● According to the Crime Survey of England and Wales, 60% of 
respondents in the South West said the police do an ‘excellent/good 
job’. This rating was higher than the national average

● The proportion of cases which did not proceed due to evidential 
difficulties due to victims not supporting police action varied 
between 14 and 30% in the South West, with the England and Wales 
average at 24%

Context and Demand

● Generally, the average funding per resident of the police force areas 
in the South West is below average

● The rate of crime in the South West was lower than the national 
average across the region as a whole, but varied between force areas

Reoffending
● The adult reoffending rate (proportion of offenders who go on to a 

commit a further offence within a year) was generally lower in the 
South West than nationally, however in some forces the average 
number of offences was above average, suggesting a smaller more 
prolific cohort

● Youth reoffending rates were generally higher than adult rates 
nationally and in the South West

Fairness
● The proportion of police officers who were from ethnic 

minority groups across the South West was not representative of 
the local population. This issue was reflected across England and 
Wales as a whole, with an opportunity to change this presented by 
the uplift

● The proportion of stop and searches conducted in the South 
West involving people from minority ethnic groups was also 
disproportionate to the population

Effectiveness and Efficiency
● The charge/summons rate was between 6 and 8% across the region. 

This was in line with the national average at 7%
● Similarly the proportion of cases resulting in an out of court disposal 

was between 2 and 5%, with the national average at 4%
● The average time between an offence being reported and it being 

heard in court and completed was similar in the South West to the 
national average, however it had increased since 2010 in both 
magistrates and crown courts

● The largest single cause of ineffective trials in the South West was 
overlisting, while cracked trials were in the main driven by late guilty 
pleas

● Conviction rates across all offences types were generally below 
average in the South West, but specifically for violence against the 
person offences convictions rates were generally above average

● Court outcomes in the South West were broadly in line with the 
national average. However there was variation between police force 
areas, with cases heard in Wiltshire much more likely to result in a 
community sentence and cases heard in Avon and Somerset the least 
likely to result in immediate custody



Context
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Beyond policing, PCCs often lack the ability to access key performance data and thus 
progress a joined-up strategy for improvement. This issue is exacerbated by the varying 

regional geographies of CJS agencies which do not map on police force areas...

POLICE/PCCs CPS COURT PRISONS PROBATION

1. Wiltshire 
2. Avon and 

Somerset
3. Devon and 

Cornwall
4. Gloucestershire
5. Dorset
6. Thames Valley
7. Hampshire

Wessex
Thames & Chiltern
South West

South West
South East (Thames 
Valley only)

1. Ashfield
2. Bristol
3. Eastwood Park
4. Leyhill
5. Shepton Mallet
6. Channings Wood
7. Dartmoor
8. Exeter
9. Dorchester

10. Guys Marsh
11. Portland
12. Verne
13. Gloucester
14. Haslar
15. IoW
16. Kingston
17. Winchester
18. Erlestoke
19. Aylesbury
20. Bullingdon
21. Grendon
22. Huntercombe
23. Reading
24. Woodhill

YOT/YOS

● BaNES, Bristol, North 
Somerset, Somerset, 
South Gloucestershire

● Cornwall, Devon, 
Plymouth, Torbay

● Dorset

● Gloucestershire
● Hampshire, IoW, 

Portsmouth, Southampton
● Swindon, Wiltshire

● Bracknell, 
Buckinghamshire, Milton 
Keynes, Oxfordshire, 
Reading, Slough, West 
Berkshire, Windsor and 
Maidenhead, Wokingham

Criminal Justice Agencies in the South West of England
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Context

From June probation in the 
area will be delivered 
through two regions: 

1. South West
2. South Central

At present there are 4 
CRCs: 

1. Bristol, 
Gloucestershire, 
Somerset, 
Wiltshire

2. Devon/Dorset/ 
Cornwall

3. Hampshire & IoW
4. Thames Valley



...and siloed accountabilities at both local and national level. The aim of this briefing is provide 
some clarity on local Criminal Justice System performance in the South West

Police 
investigation

Recorded 
crime

Charged/summoned

Magistrates’ courts

Crown courts Prison: immediate 
custody

Probation 
supervision: 

post- 
release 
licence

Probation 
supervision: 
suspended 
sentence 

order (SSO)

Probation 
supervision: 
Community 
sentence 

order (CSO)

Community based sentences

Probation

Out of court
disposals

Fines

Context

Police and Crime 
Commissioners

Home Office Ministry of Justice

Her Majesty's Courts and 
Tribunals Service

Her Majesty's Prisons and 
Probation Service

Youth Justice 
Board

Youth Custody Service

Youth Offending Services

Local 
Authority

MHCLG

Witness Care Units

Victims Code of Practice

Attorney 
General

Crown 
Prosecution
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Police funding per resident (£) 2021/22

The South West police forces are generally less well funded per resident, with Wiltshire receiving 
the smallest amount of funding per person

Context

Source: Home Office  Police Funding Settlement 2021/22 and mid-2019 ONS population estimates 
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Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the South West had the lowest rate of crime per 1,000 
people in England and Wales. However, the rate was notably higher in Avon and Somerset 

and Hampshire compared to the other South West police force areas 

Source: ONS, Crime in England and Wales: Police Force Area data tables year ending March 2020

Crime rate per 1,000 population 2019/20 (excluding Greater Manchester ), broken 
down by Police Force Area, all crime excluding fraud

Context

Crime rate per 1,000 population 2019/20 (excluding Greater Manchester) by region, all crime 
excluding fraud
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Violence against the person offences per 1,000 population, 2019/20 
(excluding Greater Manchester)

Rate of domestic abuse-related offences per 1,000 population, 2019/20 
(excluding Greater Manchester)

Source: ONS, Crime in England and Wales: Police Force Area data tables, year ending March 2020

Context

Only Hampshire was above the England 
and Wales average for the rate of violence 
against the person offences.

Source: Domestic abuse prevalence and victim characteristics - Appendix tables
 

The rate of violence against the person in the South West was the lowest out of all regions in 
England and Wales. The rate of domestic abuse-related crimes was also the lowest in England and 

Wales

The rate of domestic abuse-related 
offending was lower than the England and 
Wales average in all forces in the South 
West. 



1. Effectiveness and  
Efficiency

Make the best use of the resources 
available, reducing time and costs



Source: Outcomes open data table year ending March 2020
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Effectiveness

The charge/summons rate varied little across the region (between 6 and 8%) with the England and 
Wales average at 7%

Police outcomes, 2019/20 

More cases in 
Wiltshire have not 
been assigned an 
outcome. 

Almost 1% of 
cases in Avon and 
Somerset resulted 
in diversionary 
activity and 0.4% 
in Devon and 
Cornwall. The 
other 5 areas did 
not record any 
diversionary 
activity in the year 
ending March 
2020. 
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Out of court disposal use is an indicator of effectiveness in diverting offenders away from the 
criminal justice system. On average in England and Wales, 4% of crimes resulted in an out of 

court disposal in 2019/20. In the South West this was between 2 and 5%
% of out of court disposals as a proportion of total outcomes, 

2019/20

Effectiveness

In Hampshire, 5% of crimes resulted in an out of court disposal in 
2019/2020, whereas in Avon and Somerset out of court disposals 
accounted for just 2% of outcomes.

Proportionate breakdown of out of court disposals, 2019/20

Hampshire used proportionately more community resolutions compared to the 
rest of the South West and the national average. All other forces used fewer 
community resolutions than the national average. 

Source: Outcomes open data table year ending March 2020



The average time between an offence and its completion at court in the South West (prior to the 
pandemic) was around average for cases listed at Magistrates' and the Crown court

Source: MOJ Criminal Courts Timeliness statistics (March 2019)

Crown court mean number of days offence to completion time in the South West, (to 
note: Thames Valley sits in a different HMCTS region - South East/East) 2010 & 2019
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Efficiency

2010

2019

Magistrates’ court mean number of days offence to completion time in the South West, 
(to note: Thames Valley sits in a different HMCTS region - South East/East) 2010 & 2019

2010

2019

Total = 1 day longer than the England and Wales average Total = 4 days longer than the England and Wales average
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Reason for cracked trials in the South West, (to note: Thames Valley sits in a 
different HMCTS region - South East/East) 2019

Source: Ministry of Justice, Trial effectiveness in magistrates' courts' and Crown Courts in England and Wales

Reason for ineffective trials in the South West, (to note: Thames Valley sits in a 
different HMCTS region - South East/East) 2019

Effectiveness and Efficiency

England 
& Wales

South 
West

South 
West

England 
& Wales

In 2019, the majority of cracked trials in the South West were due to late guilty pleas. Over a 
quarter of ineffective trials in 2019 in the South West were caused by the absence of either one of 

the prosecution witnesses or the defendant



Conviction rates in the South West were between 77% and 87% with Dorset at the top and 
Wiltshire at the bottom of the scale. Conviction rates for violence against the person were 

nearly all above average
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Proportion of cases resulting in a conviction for magistrates and crown courts, 2019 (all 
offences)

Effectiveness

Source: Ministry of Justice, Court outcomes by PFA 2019

Proportion of cases resulting in a conviction for magistrates and crown courts, 2019 
(violence against the person offences)



Across the South West, and nationally, fines were the primary court outcome. However 16% 
of cases in Wiltshire resulted in a community sentence compared to 7% in Thames Valley, 

Avon & Somerset and Dorset
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Effectiveness

Source: Ministry of Justice, Court outcomes by PFA 2019

Proportionate sentencing outcomes of cases resulting in a conviction for magistrates 
and crown courts, 2019 (all offences)

Some of these discrepancies may be to 
do with the location of regional fines 

processing for some summary offences 



2. Supporting Victims and 
Witnesses
Improve the participation and 
satisfaction of victims and witnesses in 
the system
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Rating of local police police by region (% saying police do an excellent/good job), year ending March 2020

Source: Crime in England and Wales: Annual supplementary tables 2020

Victims

According to the Crime Survey of England and Wales, 60% of respondents in the South West said 
the police do an ‘excellent/good job’. This rating was higher than the national average
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Proportion of crime outcomes with evidential difficulties due to victim not supporting police action, 2019/20

Victims

The proportion of crime outcomes with evidential difficulties due to the victim not supporting 
police action in Wiltshire and Hampshire were among the lowest across England and Wales

Source: Outcomes open data table year ending March 2020



3. Reducing Reoffending

Reduce risk and harm to communities 
through fair but robust offender 
intervention
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 Reoffending

The reoffending rate for adults (proportion of offenders who reoffend) in the South West was 
generally lower than the England and Wales average

Average number of reoffences per adult reoffender, South West, Oct-Dec 
2018 Cohort, published October 2020

Source: Proven reoffending data, January 2008 to December 2018, England and Wales

Proportion of adult offenders who reoffend, South West by PFA, Oct-Dec 
2018 Cohort, published October 2020

Only Dorset had a reoffending rate very slightly above the national 
average. The average number of reoffences per adult reoffender was highest in Wiltshire.
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In the juvenile cohort, more forces in the region had a higher than average rate of reoffending 
and average number of reoffences per reoffender

 Reoffending

Source: Proven reoffending data, January 2008 to December 2018, England and Wales 

Average number of reoffences per juvenile reoffender, South West, Oct-Dec 2018 
Cohort, published October 2020

Proportion of juvenile offenders who reoffend, South West, Oct-Dec 2018 Cohort, 
published October 2020

Hampshire and Wiltshire were above the national average for both the 
reoffending rate and the average number of reoffences per reoffender.  

The average number of reoffences per reoffender in the youth cohort was 
highest in Avon and Somerset. By contrast, the reoffending rate was below 

the national average in Avon and Somerset.



Fairness

Fairness cuts across the 3 CJS outcomes 
as an important principle of 
effectiveness and efficiency, victims and 
witnesses and reoffending



How representative police officers are of their communities is an indicator of fairness. The 
proportion of officers who were from an ethnic minority group varied across the South West, 

but was generally not representative
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Proportion of Officers who are from an ethnic minority group compared to proportion of 
the local population who are from ethnic minority groups (2011 census), year ending 

March 2020

Sources: Police Workforce open data tables, March 2020. Census 2011.

Fairness

It is important to 
note that the 
ethnicity data 
originates from 
the 2011 census 
and therefore the 
level of 
disproportionality 
may be different 
in reality.

Patterned column = % 
of officers from an 
ethnic minority group
Block coloured  
column = % of 
population from ethnic 
minority groups in the 
area 



Looking at the proportion of stop and search involving ethnic minorities compared to the 
proportion of the local population who are of an ethnic minority can also indicate the 

fairness of the criminal justice system

Source: Police powers and procedures, England and Wales year ending 31 March 2020, arrests and stop and search statistics data tables

Proportionate breakdown by ethnicity of resident population (2011 census) and stop 
and search records, (excluding Greater Manchester) year ending March 2020

Proportionate breakdown by ethnicity of stop and searches resulting in arrests, 
(excluding Greater Manchester) year ending March 2020

Fairness

The biggest discrepancy between arrest rates following a stop and search by 
ethnicity was in Dorset, however this may be skewed by the population size

A greater proportion of people from an ethnic minority group were stopped 
and searched across all South West PFAs and in England and Wales 

compared to the proportion of the population overall. 

Patterned columns = % of 
stop and searches resulting 
in arrest for individuals from 
ethnic minority groups

Block coloured columns = 
% of stop and searches 
resulting in arrest (white)

Patterned columns = % 
of stop and searches 
involving people from 
ethnic minority groups
Block coloured columns 
= % of population in the 
area from ethnic minority 
groups



We hope this short briefing 
pack has been helpful. We will 
be in touch post-election to 
share a more detailed report.  
For more information or to ask any questions please 
contact:
eleanor.covell@crestadvisory.com 
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